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Their little retirement house didn’t have a dining room – or any
ponds – so they created both.
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By Rachel Levitt | November 30, 2006
Betsy Kendall describes her Harvard home as "the dream we didn't know we had." She and
her husband, Steve, a retired advertising executive, thought they had already bought and
sold their dream house, a modern gallerylike edifice with 30-foot ceilings. In 2004, they
"bought down," as Steve says, to lower their expenses and live well in retirement. But the
little Harvard house needed a few modifications. Steve had studied cooking in France, and
Betsy, a retired financial-training consultant, is an avid amateur chef. "We knew we needed
a dining room and to expand the kitchen," Betsy says. "We entertain a lot." They also knew
that they wanted a pond on their nearly 3-acre wooded lot.
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They hired architectural designer Deborah Bentley of Bentley Design Associates in Carlisle
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to help them execute their plan. "She really ran with it," says Steve. "We said, 'Give us a
dining room,' and she gave us much more." Bentley imagined integrating the water feature
into the design of the house, digging up the front yard to create the pond and adding a
bridge. The Kendalls loved the idea, and Steve made a 3-D foam-core model of the project,
even depicting the stones in the pond. "We read landscaping books to get general ideas
about symmetry, plantings, and technical advice," Betsy says.
The entrance to the house includes a 21-foot-long gangplank that passes over the pond and
connects the driveway to the front door. A 7-foot-high waterfall under the dining room
connects the formal upper pond to the more "organic" lower pond. The sound of rushing
water is ever-present. "It's loud, but it's pleasantly loud," says Steve. "We call it a dull roar."
The Kendalls selected Japanese-inspired plants and stocked the ponds with 10 koi. As soon
as construction was finished, dozens of frogs took up residence in the man-made habitat,
and "Mr. Snake," the resident garter snake, began lounging on the rocks. "We created our
own ecosystem," Betsy says. Winter and the local heron will determine which koi get names
– the Kendalls have thus far resisted getting too attached.
To complete the scene, they commissioned Somerville artist David Tonnesen to create an
outdoor sculpture. "We wanted something that would reflect nature," says Steve. "That was
a challenge, because David works in stainless steel." Set by an archway that leads to the
lower pond and the woods behind the house, Tonnesen's glistening 13-foot kinetic
installation both counters and complements the natural setting in a silvery cluster that
resembles reeds, leaves, and petals. Says Steve: "It is very much like what we see in the
lower pond." Rachel Levitt is a freelance writer. E-mail comments to rachellevitt@comcast.
net.
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